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MOZART SUPPLEMENT. 7 

MOZART. 
CIRCUMSTANCES AND CHARACTERISTICS. 

A REPUTATION which survives him who made 
it for a hundred years, and then shows no 
signs of impaired vitality, must be well founded. 
By survival we do not mean a passive existence 
I 
between the 
covers of 
books and in 
the cognis- 
ance of book- 
ish men. In 
that sense 
everybody 
who manages 
to get his 
name printed 
secures a kind 
of immor- 
tality. Our 
reference is, 
of course, to 
continued life 
as an active 
force - as an 
influence in 
some depart- 
ment of hu- 
man energy. 
It is surpris- 
inghow many 
men of note 
fail, in this 
sense, to be- 
come cen- 
tenarians. 
In the case 
of literary 
workers, our 
libraries are 
largely the 
receptacle s 
of dead repu- 
tations, given 
over to the 
book - worm, 
and of no 
further con- 
cern to the 
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MOZART, SIX YEARS OLD, 
IN THE GALA SUIT PRESENTED TO HIM IN 1762 BY MARIA THERESA. 

(Engraved from a photograph of the original now in the Mozart Museum at Salzburg.) 

active world. With regard to music this state 
of things is even more marked, for the reason, 
perhaps, that the art is continually changing 
both its rules and its manifestations. Follow, 
for example, the progress of music during the 

hundred years since the death of Mozart-from 
the perfected contrapuntal style which was then 
feeling the influence of romanticism through 
the mighty change wrought by Beethoven, and 

carried, as 
respects form 
and manner, 
to greater 
lengths by his 
successors, 
till we arrive 
at "advan- 
ced" contem- 
porary com- 
posers, who 
may almost 
be described 
as passion 
withoutform. 
The changes 
of that period 
cannot be 
studied apart 
from wonder 
that a musi- 
cian, living 
when they 
began, is 
found at the 
present mo- 
ment still 
vigorous and 
still recog- 
nised as an 
influence,not 
only by stu- 
dents of the 
past, but also 
by the aver- 
age indivi- 
dual of the 
present. Yet 
this is em- 
phatically the 
case with Mo- 
zart. While a 
multitude of 

the master's contemporaries are merely a 
memory-and only that with those who have 
occasion to remember-while many more are 
surely fading from sight in the mists of 
time, Mozart remains clearly in evidence. 
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8 THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

He is not less known and recognised now than 
he was in the generations nearer his own 
day. His great operas hold their place on 
the stage, almost unaffected by what may 
be described as revolution rather than 
development: his noblest sacred work, the 
" Requiem," has rivals but no equals, although 
another and inferior hand was concerned 
therein; his chamber music remains a 
perennial object of study and source of delight, 
while his Symphonies are always welcome as 
models of perfect beauty in expression combined 
with perfection of form. All this is true, not- 
withstanding the fact that Mozart's style is a 
thing of the past. Between his works and the 
typical music of our day lies a great gulf indeed. 
Yet across the intervening chasm go the 
sympathy and admiration, not of the praisers 
of the past only, but of the great multi- 
tude who, caring for no distinctions, and 
heedless of " schools," are prepared frankly to 
admire that which pleases them. 

Genius has been the subject of many defini- 
tions, more remarkable for diversity than for 
any satisfaction they give. We have no desire 
to increase their number, and make confusion 
worse confounded. But though it seems 
impossible to tell what genius is, observation 
may afford more or less satisfactory indications 
of its presence and working. For our own part, 
we take it that the vitality which makes a 
masterpiece of art independent of time and 
change is such an indication. In this respect 
genius is for all ages. The forms of its mani- 
festation, its method of operating, may become 
antique, but behind what is visible is a spirit 
which never grows old or goes out of fashion. 
There must be in undying works of art some 
deep and subtle accordance with man's un- 
changeable nature, or they could not exist 
superior to surface variations. The power to 
establish that accordance-a power most often 
unconsciously exercised-may be what we 
know as genius, and if so, Mozart was a genius 
pre-eminent. In what the power consists, and 
how it operates upon the gifted individual, 
are questions which may be discussed with 
ingenuity, but scarcely with profit. Even 
the subjects of it know no more about it 
than inferior creatures like ourselves. Mozart 
himself said of the ideas that flowed from 
his pen: " Whence and how they come I 
know not, nor can I force them." These 
things are a mystery, the secret of which will 
not be ours till we enter upon some higher and 
nobler phase of existence. But we can feel 
thankful for the supreme gift which so embalms 
the beautiful creations of art as that " decay's 
effacing fingers " cannot touch them. 

The power just referred to, though the 
highest qualification that an artist can possess, 
is not sutfficient of itself. An artist is a com- 
plex individuality, made up of endowments 

and acquirements-of that which is the free 
gift of God; of that also which he, by a right 
use of means and opportunities, has secured 
for himself. Both are essential to complete- 
ness, but there is this difference with regard to 
our present purpose: artistic gifts, as already 
intimated, are outside the field of discussion, 
and why and how Mozart was what he was, in 
point of genius, we neither know nor can learn. 
Artistic acquirements, on the other hand, 
together with the use to which they are put, 
come within the field of observation, and are 
fit and profitable subjects for the biographer 
and the student. Here we are on firm ground. 

It is a happy circumstance that Mozart's 
whole life, from childhood to the maturity of 
thirty-six years, is spread out in the light 
before us. Nothing of it lies in obscurity, and 
the fact is somewhat uncommon with regard to 
musicians of the period in which he lived. 
The best biography of Haydn is imperfect in 
various places for lack of material, and we 
would like to know much more than is possible 
of the circumstances and influences amid which 
Beethoven spent his youthful years. Concern- 
ing Mozart, on the other hand, we seem to have 
a complete revelation. He passed from the 
cradle into a blaze of publicity. The whole 
world of music turned its eyes upon the 
phenomenon he presented, and lovers of the 
wonderful followed him all the more curiously 
-because unable to understand what they saw. 
The light into which Mozart thus emerged, at 
an age when children much older are known 
only inside the nursery, never left him. It 
followed him everywhere, like the lime-light 
thrown upon a stage performer. All that he 
did was noted, while all that he was, as far as 
words could make it known, came out in the 
frank revelation of his many letters. Thus we 
have the complete man before us as a subject 
for that study which has been pronounced the 
noblest wherein it is possible to engage. 

The circumstances of Mozart's early life have 
often been canvassed, not always to the same 
end. It is usual to hear condemnation of 
Leopold Mozart for forcing unduly both the 
intellectual and emotional parts of his son's 
nature, and for subjecting him, while yet a 
young child, to the excitement of public 
appearances. There are even those who con- 
tend that Mozart's constitution was thus 
impaired, and that the father must be held 
responsible in some degree for the son's pre- 
mature decease. So is it argued that the 
forcing process to which Mendelssohn was 
subjected by his parents had no little to do 
with his death at thirty-nine. Assertions like 
these are easily made and not easily refuted, 
because the negative cannot be proved. We, 
however, have no intention to defend the elder 
Mozart against the accusation of wanting 
judgment in the supervision of his wonder- 
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MOZART SUPPLEMENT. 9 

child. There can hardly be a doubt in reason- 
able minds that the long journeyings and 
frequent exhibition of the little lad were most 
harmful. But it is not so certain that the father 
subjected his son to a forcing process. The 
child did not need it. He was only too much 
absorbed in music through the action of his 
own natural prompting. J. R. Schachtner, who 
knew Mozart well, bears convincing testimony 
to this fact: "As soon as he began to give 
himself up to music, his mind was as good as 
dead to all other concerns, and even his 
childish games and toys had to be accompanied 
by music." In point of fact, the boy needed 
restraint from music rather than encourage- 
ment to its exercise. This was the case, in a 

we must take into consideration the responsi- 
bility of his position, and the deep consciousness 
he obviously had of it. We may reasonably 
suppose that the father saw at least as clearly 
into the nature of his child as did Schachtner, 
who said: " He was full of fire; his inclinations 
were easily swayed: I believe that had he been 
without the advantage of the good education 
which he received, he might have become a 
profligate scoundrel, he was so ready to yield to 
every attraction which offered." Even with that 
education, the life of Mozart was not altogether 
free from a tendency to excess. 

On the whole, it is doubtful whether Mozart 
could have been in better hands than those of his 
father. Leopold Mozart was a man of intellect, 
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THE HUT IN WHICH " THE MAGIC FLUTE" WAS WRITTEN, FORMERLY AT VIENNA, NOW AT SALZBURG. 

measure, with all his childish occupations. 
Whatever his little hand found to do he did 
with all his might. " It was much the same 
to him," continues the witness just quoted, 
"what he had to learn; he only wanted to 
learn, and left the choice of a field for his 
labours to his beloved father. .. Whatever 
he had to learn he applied himself so earnestly 
to that he laid aside everything else, even his 
music. For instance, when he was learning 
arithmetic, table, stools, walls, and even the 
floor were chalked over with figures." Such a 
child as this is a source of anxiety to whoever 
has charge of him, and if Leopold Mozart 
seems to us fussy, exacting, and querulous, 

of naturally fine tastes, and of resolution and 
industry sufficient to raise him from the position 
of a mechanic, into which he was born, to that 
of a professional man, high in standing and in 
the esteem of his acquaintance. We should say 
that he embodied the most sublimated middle- 
class respectability of his day. He was a 
good Catholic, against whose orthodoxy and 
moral character no accusing finger had ever been 
pointed. Probably something like austerity was 
in his nature, and it is certain that he possessed 
the sort of pride which makes a man " keep 
himself to himself," whether with regard to his 
superiors in social station or his inferiors. We 
read of him: " He was too proud to ingratiate 
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10 THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

himself with them (families of rank) by flattery 
or obsequiousness, although, as a man of the 
world, he knew how to moderate his satirical 
humour, and was always affable and well-bred. 
He seems to have had little intercourse with his 
colleagues. This was partly owing to circum- 
stances, but partly also to their want of musical 
proficiency or mental cultivation, joined to their 
looser, less earnest life." As a teacher of music 
Leopold Mozart stood high. He despised all 
shams and pretences. He believed in thorough- 
ness, and never lost sight of the cardinal 
principle that a pupil should not only be able to 
do this, that, or the other thing, but know why 
he does it. In addition to all this he clearly 
possessed the faculty of inspiring respect and 
love. His influence over his son, established 
in boyhood, scarcely abated when the boy 
became a man. On this point Mozart's letters 
are very eloquent. We must, of course, allow 
for the deference with which children were then 
expected to treat their parents as compared with 
the liberties (of somewhat doubtful value) they 
are now permitted to take. This done, no one 
can read Mozarit's letters to his father without 
as much admiration for the parent who could 
inspire such affection and obedience as for the 
child by whom those qualities were manifested. 

Mozart's musical education was from the 
first in safe hands-the more safe because 
Leopold Mozart was a rigid stickler for rule, 
believing that no man is qualified to set up 
new precedents until by complete knowledge 
and observance of established laws he can decide 
upon their necessity. In his fourth year, 
Mozart was musically fed upon little pieces 
which, like the Minuet, combine symmetry of 
form, elegance of expression, and condensation 
of thought. Some of these his father wrote for 
him, in a book still extant; others were the 
contributions of friends, and these, and such as 
these, the little boy first learned to play. The 
trifles in question were naturally his models 
when he first attempted to compose, and his 
baby productions, we are told, showed " the 
sense of simple melody and rounded form so 
peculiar to Mozart, without any trace of 
childish nonsense." 

The idea of showing off this wonderful child 
in the Courts of princes and the mansions of 
nobility may be reprehended, but the severest 
censor must admit that, under the circum- 
stances, it was very natural. Two of the strongest 
feelings in human nature urged Leopold Mozart 
to carry out the design-the pride of a father in 
a gifted child, and the desire of gain. It may 
be that Leopold MIozart deemed it a duty to 
reveal the genius which had been sent into the 
world and entrusted to his care; while we are 
justified in the confident assumption that he 
wished to secure the competence which a very 
modest income did not allow him to provide 
against the time when hlie could no longer work. 

On high grounds his action must be condemned, 
but the censor who puts himself in the father's 
place will not use harsh language. 

We have little inclination to follow the 
Mozarts through their wanderings, albeit some 
of the scenes in which they figure are engaging. 
One loves to picture little Wolfgang " larking" 
with Marie Antoinette and her sisters, promising 
to marry the future Queen of France for pick- 
ing him up after a fall, or placating a Customs 
officer by playing a tune on his little fiddle, or 
embracing the Empress of Austria with childish 
effusion. But it is much more to the purpose 
to hear of his almost incredible precocity. 
" Wolfgang," says Baron Grimm, " accom- 
panied a lady in an Italian air without seeing 
the music, supplying the harmony for the 
passage which was to follow from that which 
he had just heard. This could not be done 
without some mistakes, but, when the song 
was ended, he begged the lady to sing it again, 
played the accompaniment and the melody 
itself with perfect correctness, and repeated it 
ten times, altering the character of the accom- 
paniment for each." Even a better idea of the 
boy's remarkable development may be obtained 
from a paper contributed by the Hon. Daines 
Barrington to " Philosophical Transactions" 
(1770), and reprinted in 1" Barrington's Miscel- 
lanies on Various Subjects " (1781). But we 
hasten over this period in Mozart's career, and 
pass on to others more important. 

The little artist returned home to study, and 
to study hard, for his shrewd father was fully 
conscious that much had to be done. Leopold 
Mozart wrote at this period: " God (all too 
merciful to me, miserable sinner) has endowed 
my children with such genius that, laying aside 
my duty as a father, my ambition urges me 
to sacrifice all else to their education." To 
that task of obligation he devoted himself, with 
what result appears in part of an oratorio 
composed by Mozart when only ten years old. 
Otto Jahn says of this work : " There is not a 
sign of boyishness in the music itself. The 
whole composition is modelled on the Italian 
oratorio, and shows a complete mastery of its 
forms. The introductory symphony is an 
Allegro in the usual two parts, simple in its 
execution, and with no actual thematic elabora- 
tion, but precise and well rounded. The 
dialogue is in recitative, and maintained 
throughout with correct declamation, here 
and there displaying a fine sense of fitting 
expression, which tells more for the inde- 
pendent power of comprehension than even 
the surprising technical skill exhibited.. 
The third tenor air rises above the level of 
the rest; the words have given opportunity for 
the expression of a tender earnest mood in a 
charming flowing melody, whose well-chosen 
harmonies and admirable instrumentation 
shadow fortlh unmistakably the later Mozart. 
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MOZART SUPPLEMENT. 11 

He must himself have felt the charm of this 
air, for, as we shall see, he repeated it in his 
first opera." 

To the student of Mozart few of his artistic 
remains are more interesting and profitable 
than this youthful oratorio, the autograph score 
of which, by the way, was found in the Royal 
Library at Windsor castle. The interest arises 
not so much from evidence of the young com- 
poser's natural gifts as from the fact that, at 
the age of ten, his father had brought him to 
complete 
mastery of 
the form u 
and manner 
of an impor- 
tant branch 
of art. 

Italian 
oratorio we 
may reason- 
ably assume 
was only one 
of many 
kindred sub- 
jects pre- 
sented to 
Mozart's re- 
ceptivity, 
and we 
therefore 
obtain some 
idea of the 
scope of the 
education 
which the 
judicious 
father im- 
posed on 
his son 
even at that 
earlyperiod. 
We see, 
further,why 
it was that 
Mozart ac- 
quired such 
comm an d 
over every 
form of his 
art. The 
plain truth 
is that, judged by work done, the years 
of his pupilage were very many. On the 
one side, there was a learner to whom the 
act of acquiring knowledge was no trouble, 
who seemed to anticipate its presentation 
rather than wait for it, and who entered upon 
advanced studies at a time when lads of the 
same age are struggling with the elements. 
On the other hand, there was a teacher very 
different from our modern two-hours-a-week 
man-a teacher always at the pupil's elbow, 

MOZART, ELEVEN YEAIIS OLD. 
PAINTED BY DOMINIKUS VAN DEIt SMIISSEN, 1766. 

(Engraved from a photograp)h of the original which is now in the Mozart Museum at Salzburg.) 

watching for and taking advantage of every 
phase in his rapid development, and inspired 
not only by a professor's pride in an apt 
scholar, but by a father's love as well. Such 
an unusual combination could only produce 
unusual results. 

We have another means of judging the mar- 
vellous maturity of this child-musician. He 
caused a flutter of dislike and fear among his 
artistic colleagues-grown-up children, be it 
observed, whose years might have taught them 

generosity 
towards 
their little 
rival. 

It seems 
scarcely 
credible, but 
we have 
Leopold 
Mozart' s 
word for the 
fact that the 
Vienne se 
m usic ian s 
boycotted 
the child 
when he 
was taken to 
Vienna in 
1768. "The 
plan adopt- 
ed by these 
people," the 
father tells 
us, "was to 
avoid all op- 
port unities 
of seeing us 
or of learn- 
ing the ex- 
tent of 
Wolfgang's 
attainments 
Why was 
t hi s? In 
order that 
when they 
were asked 
whether 
they had 
heard the 

boy, and what they thought of him, they 
might reply in the negative, and deny the 
possibility of what they were told." The 
Viennese musicians could hardly have paid 
Mozart a more emphatic compliment. He 
inspired them with such fear that, ostrich-like, 
they buried their heads in the sand, and would 
see nothing, lest they should be still more 
afraid. When, by the Emperor's orders, 
Mozart composed an opera (lie was only twelve 
years old), malevolence took a more active 
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12 THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

form, even Gluck being suspected of sharing in 
it. The manager and his artists joined the 
cabal and their united energies succeeded in 
keeping the boy's work off the stage-a work 
which unprejudiced contemporaries declared 
superior to the majority of comic operas at 
that day. Leopold Mozart philosophised sagely 
on the conduct of his son's opponents, and 
every successful man knows how true are his 
words : " It is just the way of the world; if a 
man has no talent he is unhappy enough, but 
if he has talent then envy follows him in pro- 
portion to his ability. All we can do is by 
patience and perseverance to convince the 
world that our adversaries are malicious liars, 
slanderers, and covetous wretches, who would 
laugh in their sleeve if we allowed them to 
frighten or weary us." 

Disappointed in the matter of the opera, 
Mozart's father eagerly accepted a commission for 
a short Mass to be performed at the dedication 
of a chapel. We mention this for the sake of the 
fact that the marvellous boy's first effort in 
sacred music was, judged by the standard of his 
previous operatic attempts, a comparative 
failure. Here we have the earliest direct 
evidence going to show Mozart's genius more at 
home on the lyric stage than in the church choir. 
We do not forget the " Requiem "-that im- 
mortal work written in full view of another world 
-but few connoisseurs will deny that Mozart's 
Masses cannot compare, as music, with his 
operas, and it would seem that his vivacious 
nature sought the continued excitement of plot 
and passion as most conducive to the exercise 
of his powers. 

Mozart's triumphal progress through Italy 
in 1770 necessarily had an influence upon his 
development, which was still going on with 
startling rapidity. The impulsive Italians, 
who, in their own country, and at the outset, 
felt no call to defend an acquired position by 
intrigue, received the astonishing young Salz- 
burger with enthusiasm. That in itself was 
valuable as encouragement, but far more so the 
direct contact of Mozart with the then supreme 
source of melody and nursery of the vocal art. 
In Italy he met with Farinelli, who has been 
described as " a personification of the greatness 
and power of song in the last century," and 
there he was surrounded by influences which 
confirmed and intensified the teachings of his 
father, who in music was much more Italian 
than German. The tour had results in a de- 
partment quite separate from that of melody 
and song. The great Italian school of counter- 
point was not then extinct, and acquaintance 
with some of its professors turned the boy's 
mind into a branch of study which he, as may 
be supposed, had not then mastered. His 
"Kyrie a cinque con diversi canoni" survives 
as a truly marvellous result of this new labour 
and of Italian stimulus. A less judicious 

teacher than Leopold Mozart would probably 
have taken alarm at the pupil's devotion to 
the principles and practice of an expiring 
school; but the father knew well what he was 
about in permitting the son to follow the bent 
of his inclination. He needed not to be con- 
vinced that the more perfect his child's mastery 
of technicalities, the safer would be his advance 
towards the fuller and more emotional expres- 
sion which even then began to be desired. 

As a performer on the harpsichord, Mozart 
so astonished the Neapolitans that they resorted 
to superstition for an explanation. Magic only 
could account for-if a "bull " may be per- 
mitted-the dexterity of his left hand, and the 
magic, it was vehemently suspected, lay in the 
ring he wore. Mozart, taking off the ring, 
played as well as ever, whereupon there was 
increased wonder, and no means of explanation. 

At this early age Mozart had acquired the 
power of rapid composition, and of abstraction 
when so engaged, for which he was afterwards 
famous. In 1771 he wrote an opera in twelve 
days, with a violinist in the room above, 
another in the room below, a singing master 
next door, and an oboe-player opposite. " It 
is capital for composing," said the boy, with a 
laugh, " it gives one new ideas." 

Within the narrow limits of this paper, 
Mozart's career cannot possibly be followed out 
to the end. We have, however, dwelt with 
comparative fulness upon the circumstances and 
incidents of his youthful days-those in which 
his mind was most plastic and his susceptibility 
to influences most great. It has been shown 
with what completeness all things worked 
together on behalf of the young musician, 
for even the tours of display, while they must 
have wrought bodily harm, enlarged his views 
and opened his mind. Nature and the power 
which " shapes our ends " were in accord for 
the advantage of Mozart. He was born with 
the silver spoon of artistic prosperity in his 
mouth, while over a somewhat vivacious 
physical nature the strong, steady hand of his 
father held control throughout that dangerous 
part of life's voyage which is strewn with wrecks. 

We must now touch upon the nature of the 
work done by the composer in the greater 
branches of his art. It has often been asked 
with some show of surprise why so consummate 
a master remained content with the forms of 
opera as he found them, and did not strike out 
a path of greater liberty and higher dramatic 
truth. Those who propound this query-the 
pertinency of which no one will dispute- 
should remember that, while not inventing an 
absolutely new model, Mozart went as far as 
possible in the development and perfecting of 
the old. Between the qualities of his early 
operas and those which shine resplendent in 
his later ones there is a difference far greater 
than that between immature and ripened 
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MOZART SUPPLEMENT. 13 

experience. The lyric dramas of Mozart's 
youth are now but objects of curiosity; those 
of his ripe manhood remain, pace the Wagnerian 
revolution, as an active force. Let us hear one 
of the first among living masters upon " Don 
Giovanni." Charles Gounod thus opens his 
study of Mozart's work: " ' Don Juan,' 
that masterpiece incomparable and immortal, 
that apogee of the lyric drama. ! 
That marvel of truth in expression, of beauty 
in form, of just characterisation, of dramatic 
profundity, of purity in style, of richness and 
sobriety in orchestration, of charm and seduc- 
tiveness in what is tender, of elevation and 
force in what is pathetic-that perfected model, 
in a word, of musico-dramatic art. . . ! 

of custom, but quietly and gradually to bring 
to perfection all that was genuine and true in 
the diverse elements of his time." He did not 
need to be a revolutionist. The established 
order of things suited him very well, and, 
though he sought to amend, he never tried to 
overturn. One cannot wish the typical Mozart 
opera other than what it is. There is no need 
to compare it, either for praise or censure, with 
the lyric drama as influenced by Wagner. 
The two things stand apart, and sensible men 
are prepared to admire what is good in both. 
He is not a sensible man who regards musical 
creations as women do bonnets, and holds that 
only to be worth looking at which happens to 
be the fashion of the day. 

liti 

???D- io 5-::::::: I;: 

THE ROOM IN WHICH MOZART WAS BORN, NOW FORMING PART OF THE MOZART MUSEUM AT SALZBURG. THE TABLET ON 

THE BUST INDICATES THE POSITION OCCUPIED BY THE CRADLE USED BY MOZART. 

The score of' Don Juan' has exercised, through 
all my life, the influence of a revelation; it has 
been, it remains for me a sort of incarnation of 
dramatic and musical sinlessness." Yet the 
opera thus eulogised follows, in its main lines, 
the model which Mozart found established. 
The fact is that, like Beethoven in the depart- 
ment of orchestral symphony, he had scope 
enough for the exercise of his original genius 
within the limits laid down by regulation. 
" The extraordinary ease of his invention," 
says a writer, "prevented his ever finding a 
prescribed form to be a burdensome restriction. 
Mozart's mission was not to overstep the bounds 

In church music, as in opera, Mozart adopted 
the forms and style which his predecessors had 
created. Indeed, there was very little essential 
difference at that time between music for the 
stage and compositions for Christian worship. 
Hence the Masses of Haydn and Mozart are 
often decried as secular in all but the connected 
words. They seem so to us who have a dif- 
ferent ideal; but no such criticism applied to 
them a hundred years ago-at any rate, not in 
Southern Germany, where they were composed. 
It must be remembered, too, that Mozart, as a 
provider of music for the church, was not 
entirely a free man. All his Masses save one 
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were written at Salzburg, in the service of the 
Prince Archbishop, whose taste had to be 
consulted, and who loved what was pompous, 
glittering, and sensuous. It is not surprising, 
therefore, to find, as Jahn points out, that 
" real, creative inspiration is crushed by the 
obligation to compose after a set fashion." 
The same writer further observes, with con- 
spicuous justice and force: " Unhappily it is 
on these Masses, in the composition of which 
Mozart's genius could only move within very 
confined limits, that his fame as a composer of 
church music chiefly rests, and musicians 
who have taken him as their model have 
striven most to imitate these, his least 
satisfactory works." It may be urged that 
Mozart should have rebelled against circum- 
stances which enforced a prostitution of genius, 
and fought his way out into a place of liberty. 
This sounds well, but we are not sure that 
Mozart was conscious of an unworthy bondage. 
It is more probable that he took delight in 
crowding his Masses with themes and treatment 
which, while in design conventional, were in 
all other respects such as no composer had at 
that time approached. But how can we 
entertain the idea of rebellion, a course wholly 
opposed to the circumstances and usages of the 
day ? There was no great musical public then 
as now, able to award lionours and make 
emoluments secure. Composers and artists 
worked for, and lived by, individual patrons, 
who, in regard of art, formed an all-powerful 
class, and to offend one of whom was to incur 
the ill-will of all. Mozart, at a later period of 
life, and after the most degrading insults, did 
break with the Prince Archbishop of Salzburg, 
and suffered for it, more or less, throughout 
the remainder of his career. 

In dealing with purely instrumental music, 
Mozart was absolutely free, within the limits 
of the forms then and now in vogue. Here 
he entered into the region of the abstract, 
where no considerations of the concrete fettered 
the play of his imagination. It is here conse- 
quently that his consummate musicianship, 
using the term in the highest sense, can be 
most clearly seen and most profitably studied. 
An examination of the master's instrumental 
works, particularly of his symphonies, is per- 
haps the best means through which to trace 
the development of his genius, the strengthen- 
ing of his powers, and the application to his 
art of the experiences of life. In the earlier 
works we have simply the creations of a 
musical mind-they are faultless in structure, 
according to the prevailing model, perfect in 
detail, and show an extreme perception of and 
susceptibility to the beautiful in art. But this 
is all. As the later works pass in order under 
our eye till the series ends with the magnificent 
" three," we find these qualities strengthened, 
and with them-more and more evident as 

time goes on--the expression of a complicated 
humanity--of wit and humour, of elation and 
dejection, of agitation and peace. Who can 
tell how far this process would have gone had 
Mozart lived to the age of Haydn, or even of 
Beethoven ? Alas ! the master was cut off in 
mid career, and just at a time when a 
thoughtful man carries into the stage of 
maturity a fresh recollection of the keen 
emotions of youth. Had he lived, he might 
have been the first to burst into that, till then, 
" silent sea " of musical feeling which his 
mighty successor, Beethoven, opened to the 
world. Not that, in any case, he could have 
been a Beethoven. 

To describe the first movement of Mozart's 
Symphony in G minor as passionate is to bring 
a smile upon the lips of those who are accus- 
tomed to the storm and stress of modern music. 
But judgment upon a point like this must not 
be given without reference to the circumstances 
and usages of the time. Mozart, as an artist, 
was formed and flourished when, as yet, the 
life of society and the passions of men had not 
been disturbed by the tremendous events which, 
towards the close of the century, changed the 
face of Europe, and, one might say, wrought a 
revolution in European life. It was still the 
age of formality and the artificial, disturbed 
somewhat by agitation in advance of the coming 
storm, but retaining, for the most part, its out- 
ward placidity. The artist of that time was 
not expected to speak out of a whirlwind. He 
was most esteemed when most decorous, when 
conducting himself with well-ordered grace, and 
making every movement commne il faut. If we 
examine Mozart's later works with all this in 
mind we see them in their true light, and can 
with more or less clearness discern why con- 
temporaries spoke of them as they did. The 
true student cannot follow Mozart's career 
without arriving at a conviction that in all 
important respects he, as a musician, was ahead 
of his time, but not so far as to lose touch with 
contemporary life, or to be a leader out of sight 
and therefore useless. 

We must now draw these remarks to a close; 
their purpose has been to set forth the cir- 
cumstances and influences which chiefly helped 
to make Mozart what he was as an artist, 
and we have found them in the gift from God of 
a wonderful musical nature, together with a 
perfect training under the best possible con- 
ditions, and at a time when profound scholar- 
ship mingled with awaking and ever-strength- 
ening desires for fuller and deeper expression. 
The result was, undoubtedly, the most complete 
and finished musician that ever lived-one 
whose equal in that respect the world is not 
likely to see again, because the conditions 
necessary are not likely to arise. Spirit and 
intellect, genius and acquirement, joined hands 
in him. He was one of the musicians of 
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humanity, not of the schools only, and this is 
why, being dead these hundred years, he yet 
speaketh-why the cultivated tones and moving 
expression of his clear, melodious voice continue 
to be heard amid much shouting and noise. 
Slightly altering the words of Pope, we may, on 
this solemn anniversary of Mozart's death, 
salute him : 

Hail, bard triumphant, born in happier days, 
Immortal heir of universal praise! 
Whose honours with increase of ages grow, 
As streams roll down, enlarging as they flow. 
Nations unborn thy mighty name shall sound, 
And worlds applaud that must not yet be found. 

J. B. 

be expressed in music, and made it his 
own according to the laws of his art. This 
universality, which is rightly prized as Mozart's 
distinguishing quality, is not confined to the 
external phenomena which he has successfully 
portrayed in every region of his art-in vocal 
and instrumental, in chamber and orchestral, 
in sacred and secular music. His fertility and 
many-sidedness, even from this outward point 
of view, can scarcely indeed be too highly 
extolled; but there is something higher to be 
sought in Mozart: that which makes music to 
him not a conquered territory but a native 
home, that which renders every form of musical 
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HOUSE IN SALZBURG IN WHICH MOZART LIVED. 

MOZART.-AN APPRECIATION.:: 
WITH whatever feelings, and from whatever 

point of view, we regard Mozart, we are in- 
variably met by the genuine purity of an artist's 
nature, with its irrepressible impulses, its 
inexhaustible power of production, its over- 
flowing love; it is a nature which rejoices in 
nothing but in the manifestation of beauty 
which is inspired by the spirit of truth; it 
infuses all that it approaches with the breath 
of its own life, and, while conscientious in 
serious work, it never ceases to rejoice in 
the freedom of genius. All human emotions 
took a musical form for him, and were 
by him embodied in music; his quick mind 
grasped at once all that could fittingly 

expression the necessary outcome of his inner 
experience, that by means of which he touches 
every one of his conceptions with the 
torch of genius whose undying flame is visible 
to all who approach his works with the eyes of 
their imagination unbound. His universality 
has its limits only in the limits of human nature, 
and consequently of his own individual nature. 
It cannot be considered apart from the harmony 
of his artistic nature, which never allowed his 
will and his power, his intentions and his 
resources, to come into conflict with each 
other, the centre of his being was the point 
from which his compositions proceeded as by 
natural necessity. All that his mind perceived, 
or that his spirit felt, every experience of his 
inner life, was turned by him into music; from 
his inner life proceeded those works of imperish- 
able truth and beauty, clothed in the forms and 

* From " The Life of Mozart," by Otto Jahn, translated 
by Pauline D. Townsend. 
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